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An abstract approximation theory is developed for the problem of estimating 
unknown parameters which appear in linear degenerate distributed systems. The 
approach is based on an approximation result for regular and degenerate implicit 
distributed systems which is in the spirit of the Trotter-Kato theorem for the 
approximation of linear semigroups. This result is used to develop an abstract 
approximation framework for inverse problems involving rather broad classes of 
linear degenerate systems. As an application of the theory, the general approach is 
outlined for parabolic systems and the results of a numerical study involving the 
identification of a degenerate one dimensional heat or diffusion equation are 
included. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we develop an abstract approximation framework for the 
identification of linear degenerate distributed parameter systems. Our 
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results are in the spirit of similar efforts for first and second order linear 
distributed systems in [BI] and for nonlinear systems in [BRR] (first 
order) and [BRRS] (second order). Our approach yields a set of readily 
verifiable conditions which when satisfied are sufficient to conclude con- 
vergence. More precisely, the approximation framework is based upon the 
construction of a sequence of approximating identification problems for 
finite dimensional degenerate systems. We show that when our conditions 
are satisfied, solutions (i.e., optimal parameters) to the approximating iden- 
tification problems in some sense approximate a solution to the infinite 
dimensional inverse problem. Our convergence arguments involve an 
application of a convergence or continuous dependence result for linear 
degenerate systems in the spirit of the well known Trotter-Kato 
approximation theorem for linear semigroups (see, for example, [K] and 
[PI). With regard to existence, uniqueness, and regularity (i.e., well posed- 
ness) results for degenerate systems, we rely upon Carroll’s and Showalter’s 
quotient space treatment as presented in, for example, [CS], [S]. Thus it 
is not surprising that we can establish our approximation result via an 
application of the Trotter-Kato theorem in an appropriate quotient space. 
Our contribution here is to formulate and prove an approximation result 
for degenerate systems whose conditions and hypotheses are given solely in 
terms of the basic spaces and operators which determine the original 
problem. As one might guess, the consistency condition, i.e., the resolvent 
convergence condition, in the standard Trotter-Kato theorem is replaced 
by a convergence condition involving some form of generalized inverse in 
our approximation result for degenerate systems. In addition, we show how 
our abstract theory can be applied in the case of parabolic systems and 
Galerkin approximation. 
There are a number of applications for which the underlying model is an 
implicit first order evolution equation with the property that the term 
involving the time derivative may degenerate in some sense. For example, 
the flow of fluid through fissured rocks may be described by equations of 
fluid pressure in which the rate of change of pressure with respect to time 
is negligible in locations of fissures, as compared to the same rate as it 
occurs in the remaining rock locations [BZK, E’773. Equations represen- 
ted by this example, and such as we consider here, are special cases of 
Sobolev equations, i.e., general evolution equations in which the highest 
order time derivative is acted upon by a nontrivial operator [CS]. For a 
more complete discussion of Sobolev equations as they occur in fluids- 
related applications, the reader is referred to [E’78] and the references 
given therein. Other applications include problems which may arise in the 
area of mathematical genetics [LS]. A description of one such model may 
be found in Chapter 3 of [CS], where one may also find examples arising 
from numerous other applications with references to the relevant literature. 
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In [s’74, S75] Showalter provided a unified treatment (existence, 
uniqueness, regularity, etc.) for, in general, nonlinear first and second order 
implicit and possibly degenerate volution equations. It is these results 
upon which the treatments of implicit and degenerate systems in the 
monographs [CS, S] are based. Their specialization to linear problems are 
also the starting point for the investigation that we present below. Referen- 
ces to earlier work in, and applications of, implicit and degenerate systems 
can be found in [s’75] with a rather complete bibliography up to 1976 
being provided in [CS]. More recent surveys of the theory and applica- 
tions of these types of systems can be found in [IDS, S’SS]. 
To the best of our knowledge, there is relatively little in the literature 
concerning approximation and continuous dependence (from the point 
of view of parameter identification, for example, with respect to the 
underlying differential operators) for implicit and degenerate systems. 
Showalter has addressed this question to some extent in his treatment of 
second order systems in [S’76]. In this study, standard variational 
arguments are used to establish the convergence of generic Galerkin 
approximations. Ewing, in [E’78], considers the convergence of Galerkin 
approximations for implicit equations of Sobolev type (i.e., evolution equa- 
tions involving mixed temporal and spatial derivatives). His approach is in 
the spirit of the usual theoretical treatment of the convergence of finite 
element schemes for standard partial differential equations. 
The approach that we take here is most closely related to recent results 
contained in the dissertation of Xiangsheng Xu [Xl. In [X] the author 
establishes abstract Trotter-Kato-like approximation and continuous 
dependence results for nonlinear implicit degenerate volution equations in 
Hilbert space. The relevant operators are assumed to be monotone or 
maximal monotone and the resulting approximation results are in the spirit 
of, and extensions of, the well known nonlinear Trotter-Kato results in, for 
example, [BP, CP, G]. Since our primary interest here is in the identifica- 
tion of linear degenerate systems, we are able to take advantage of the 
additional structure afforded by the linearity of the problem to establish a 
somewhat less restrictive generic approximation result. Indeed, we can 
establish a result which does not require any coercivity (i.e., strong 
monotonicity). It is true, however, that when we apply our approximation 
result in the context of the parameter estimation problem for parabolic 
systems, Xu’s Theorem 10 could probably have been used in its place. On 
the other hand, it is our intention to look at second order problems at 
some time in the near future. In this setting, unless rather strong damping 
is present, our less restrictive result will be required. We note also that there 
is some difference in the techniques used to establish the two results. While 
Xu verifies his result directly, we employ the theory of generalized inverses 
for linear operators in Hilbert space, establish resolvent convergence in an 
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appropriately constructed quotient or factor space, and then reduce the 
proof to an application of the standard Trotter-Kato theorem. We have in 
fact been able to take a similar approach in the nonlinear case as well with 
these results to appear in the near future. 
An outline of the remainder of the paper may be given as follows. In Sec- 
tion 2 we outline well posedness results for linear degenerate systems and 
establish the abstract approximation result. In the third section we define 
the original, and the sequence of approximating, identification problems 
and formulate the approximation framework. In Section 4 we present the 
details of the theory as it pertains to degenerate parabolic systems and 
Galerkin approximation. In the fifth section we treat a specific example 
involving a one dimensional heat or diffusion equation and linear spline- 
based Galerkin approximation. We also present and discuss a portion 
of the results of our numerical studies. Section 6 contains some brief 
concluding remarks. 
2. LINEAR DEGENERATE DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS AND APPROXIMATION 
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product ( ., . ) and corresponding 
induced norm ) .I. Let m( ., .) be a bounded, symmetric, and nonnegative 
bilinear form on H and let H, denote the seminormed space consisting 
of the linear space H endowed with the seminorm 1. Irn given by 
Irpl,=~~, CPEH. We let K c H’ denote the continuous dual of 
H,,, and let J? E Z(H,, Hk) denote the bounded linear operator defined 
by (jllq)(tj) = m(cp, $), cp, $ E H. Let D be a linear subspace of H and let 
9 EL(D, H&). (Here and below, for X and Y linear topological vector 
spaces, we use the notation L(X, Y) and 9(X, Y) to denote respectively the 
linear and bounded linear operators from X into Y.) For T> 0, f~ L,(O, 
T; HL) and w0 E H&, we consider the linear degenerate system given by 
(-h)’ (2) + 24r) =f(t), O<t<T (2.1) 
(Jlu)(O) = w(). (2.2) 
By a strong solution to the initial value problem (2.1), (2.2) we 
mean an H-valued function u defined on [0, T] for which 
A!~EC([O,T];H&)~C’((O,T);H~), u(t)~D, t>O, and which satisfies 
(2.1) and (2.2). Showalter. [S] has provided sufficient conditions for the 
existence and uniqueness of a strong solution to (2.1), (2.2). Theorem 2.1 
to follow represents a trivial extension of his Theorem V.4.A. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that for some p E R the operator /?A? + 
Z’E L(D, H&) is monotone, that the operator A&l + 9’ is surjective for 
some A > /I, and that ker(&) n D E ker(9’). Suppose further that 
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f E C’([O, T]; Hk) and that USED. Then there exists a strong solution u to 
(2.1), (2.2) with w0 = k!czu,-,. I’ in addition, ker(&) n ker(9) = (01, then tht’ 
solution is unique. 
The approximation theory to be developed below relies heavily on 
constructions taken from the proof of Theorem 2.1. For this reason we 
briefly outline the arguments used to verify this theorem here. 
The essential idea in the proof is the reduction of the initial value 
problem (2.1), (2.2) to a nondegenerate (or regular) implicit system on an 
appropriately constructed quotient space. Let 2 = H/ker(A) and let 
y: H -+ 2 denote the canonical surjection of H onto 2. Let XW denote the 
scalar product space consisting of the linear space 2 endowed with the 
inner product m,( ., .) given by m,(ycp, y$) = m(cp, rl/), cp, $ E H. Then if we 
let W” denote the closure (with respect to the norm induced by the inner 
product mo( ., .)) of Xm, we obtain the Hilbert space { W”, ( ., . ) y }, where 
c.9 .>, is the natural extension of m,( ., .) to all of W. Let 1 .I W denote the 
norm on $4’” induced by the inner product ( . , . ) ry , let J& denote the Riesz 
map from W into its continuous dual W’, and let y’: W’ -+ Hh denote the 
conjugate or dual map to y as given by (y’~!)(cp) = P(ycp), e E w“, cp E H. It 
can be argued that y’ is an isometric isomorphism from W’ onto Hi and 
as such is invertible. Also, it is not difficult to show that &X = y’Jz’,,y, and 
by using the assumption that ker(4) n D c ker(Y), that there exists an 
operator 2,: y(D) ---t $4’“’ for which Y = y’d%;y. Defining the operator 
do: Dom(=$,) t W -+ W by S&(P = -~&;‘&cp for cp E Dom(dO) = y(D), it 
may be shown that r;S, is the infinitesimal generator of an exponentially 
bounded C, semigroup {To(t): t >, 0} on $6”. If we set 
for te [IO, T], then u(t)EDom(&‘O)=y(D) for each t E [0, T]. (Note that 
u(O) = (y’~@~)-~ Au, = (y’J&) -’ y’&$yu, = yu, E y(D)). Consequently there 
exists a u(t) for which u(t) = yu(t), t E [0, r]. It can be shown that such a 
function u on [0, T] is a strong solution to (2.1) (2.2) and that if 
ker(A) n ker(Y) = {0}, then it is unique. 
In our discussions below we are primarly concerned with a somewhat 
weaker notion of a solution to the initial value problem (2.1), (2.2) than 
the strong solution defined above. Henceforth we assume that BJ%~ +Y 
is monotone for some /?E [w, that A& + 9 is a surjection for some 
A> 8, and that ker(JZ) n D E ker(9). Then for t >,O set .F(t) = 
y’A,FO(t)(y’AO)-’ E Y(Hk) (note that (F(t): t > 0} is a C, semigroup on 
Hk), and for fE L,(O, T; Hk) and WOE Hi, define w E C( [0, i”]; HL,) by 
w(t)=F(t) w,,+/‘F(t-s)j’(s)ds, (2.3) 
0 
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for t E [0, T]. We call w given by (2.3) the unique mild or generalized 
solution to (2.1), (2.2). 
We note that the function w given by (2.3) above is a generalized solu- 
tion to (2.1), (2.2) in the following sense. Since 14 + 9: D c H + Hk is 
both monotone and surjective for some 1 E !I%’ with ,I > /?, it can be argued 
that Dom(dO)=y(D) is dense in w. Consequently &‘(D) is dense in H;. 
Let {won} c A(D) and (fn} c C’([O, T]; H&) be such that w,,~ = J&!‘Q~ 
with uon E D and lim,,, won = w. in Hh and that lim,,, f, = f in 
L,(O, T; Hk). Then if u, is any strong solution corresponding tof, and uOnr 
we have that lim, _ cu Au,(t) = w(t) in Hk, uniformly in t for t E [0, T]. 
At this point we are now prepared to establish our abstract approxima- 
tion and convergence result for degenerate distributed parameter systems. 
This result turns out to be a corollary (although we state it here as a 
theorem) to an appropriate formulation of the familiar Trotter-Kato result 
for the convergence of approximations to linear semigroups. Although our 
result amounts to little more than an application of the Trotter-Kato 
theorem in the Hilbert space Y/Y constructed above, it does have the advan- 
tage of stating the required hypotheses in terms of the original operators 
that appear in the evolution equation (i.e., & and 9). Not surprisingly, 
the essential resolvent convergence (i.e., consistency) condition in the state- 
ment of the Trotter-Kato theorem becomes a condition involving the 
convergence of an appropriate sequence of operator-generalized inverses. 
The version of the Trotter-Kato theorem which is most appropriate for 
our purposes here is the one given by Banks and Kunish in [BK] which 
does not require that the approximating spaces be subspaces of the under- 
lying state space. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {X,,, I.ln}r=o b e a sequence of Banach spaces and 
for each n = 1, 2, . . . let n,, E 9(x0, x,,) with (Inn Iy~x,,,xn,}~~L uniformly 
bounded. Suppose that for each n = 0, 1,2, . . . . A,, E Y(h4, j3; X,,) with M 
and /? independent of n, and suppose further that for some 1 E fl,“= o p(A,) 
with Re A > p we have 
lim )R(n; A,,) Z7,x - IZ,R(I; A,)xl, = 0, 
n-m 
XE X0, where R(1; A,) = (A-A,)-’ is the resolvent operator of A,, at 2. 
Then iffor n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . {S,,( ) t : t 2 O> is the exponentially bounded Co semi- 
group generated by A,, it follows that 
lim IS,(t) l7,x-Z7,S,(t)xJ.=O, 
n-m 
for x E X0, uniformly in t for t in compact intervals. 
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The following corollary to Theorem 2.2 concerning the convergence of 
approximations for regular (i.e., nondegenerate) implicit systems in Hilbert 
space are especially useful to us in our discussions below. Note that the 
implicit system (2.1) (2.2) is regular when the bilinear form m( . . . ) is 
positive definite and therefore a scalar or inner product on H. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let {H,, m,( ., . ), I.\,,} ,ZcO be a sequence of Hilbert 
spaces andfor each n = 0, 1, . . . . let J$, E 6p( H,, Hk) denote the corresponding 
Riesz map. Let D, be a subspace of H, and suppose that 6q, E L(D,, HL) is 
such that /UY,, + Yn: D, c H, + HL is monotone for some fl independent of n. 
Suppose further that A,,&,, + 9:, is surjective for some A, > j. Then 
A,, = - ,&; ‘-r;P, E 9( 1, b’; X,,) for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . Zf, in addition, for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
IT,, E .5Z’( H,, H,,) with { 1ZT7, I YP(r,,,H,)} ,“= , uniformly bounded, and 
lim I(n~~+~:,)-‘~,,n,cp-n,(j.,~~+y,)~ ‘.~~O~~nr,=O 
,I + % 
for cp E H, and some J > 8, then 
lim IS,(t)17,,(p-n,s,(t)cPI,,=O ,, + 3c 
for each cp E H,, uniformly on compact t-intervals, where for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
{S,(t): I 2 0) is the exponentially bounded C, semigroup on X, generated 
by A,. 
Proof The conclusions of the corollary follow immediately from the 
Hille-Yosida theorem (see [S]) and Theorem 2.2 above once it is observed 
that since J&V” is a Riesz map it is an isometric isomorphism of H, onto H:,, 
and therefore invertible, and that for j. > p we have I. - A,, = E. + JY; ‘.5$ = 
J,;‘(j+.& + Sp,) with R(1; A,) = (~LJ& + Yn) -’ JZ~:, 
Our approximation results for degenerate systems are contained in the 
following theorem and its corollary. The hypotheses given in the statement 
of the theorem involve the notion of the generalized inverse of a linear 
operator, an infinite dimensional analog or generalization due to Tseng of 
the matrix generalized or pseudo inverse. We briefly outline some of the 
basic and essential features of the theory here. A more detailed discussion 
of the Tseng generalized inverse can be found in [BG]. 
For H, and H, Hilbert spaces and Q~E L(Dom(@), HZ), with 
Dam(@) s H,, the Tseng generalized inverse (g.i.) of @J is an operator 
Qg E L(Dom(P), H,) with Dom(Qg) E H, which satisfies 
(i) %‘(@) c Dam(P), 
(ii) 3(P) c Dam(@), 
(iii) Gg@x = P- l(Gp)x, x E Dam(@), 
(iv) @Qg = Pmy, y E Dom(@R), 
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where, for M a closed subspace P, denotes the orthogonal projection onto 
M along Ml. An operator @ E L(Dom(@), Hz) has a g.i. if and only if its 
domain is orthogonally decomposable with respect o its kernel. That is 
Dam(@) = ker(@) 6 (Dam(@) n ker(@)‘). (2.4) 
A sufficient condition for (2.4) to hold is that ker(@) be closed. Conse- 
quently (2.4) holds when @ is a closed operator. 
If Q, has a g.i. then it has a unique maximal g.i. The maximal g.i. of @, 
denoted by @ +, is the g.i. for which Dom(@+) =W(@) 0 9(Q)’ and 
ker (@‘)=9?(Q)‘. 
THEOREM 2.4. Consider a sequence of degenerate evolution equations of 
the form (2.1) and let the corresponding spaces, forms, norms and seminorms, 
operators, and semigroups defined in that context above be indexed by the 
parameter n, n=.O, 1, 2, . . . (i.e., H”, (., .),, I.(,,, m”(., .), H$, y”, W”, 
k’“, D”, Z”, Ji’z, 3’p;f, LX?‘:, (F;t(t):t>O}, {Y”(t):t30}, etc.). Assume 
that there exists a fl E IF& independent of n, for which the operators 
PM” + 3” : D” c H” -+ H$, for n = 1,2, . . . are monotone. Suppose that for 
each n = 1, 2, . . . . there exists 9”“~ ~(H:o, HL,) with { [Y”[ 9e(H~o H;nJ}zz 1 
unlformty bounded, and suppose further that there exists a 1> p, igdependent 
of n, for which ker(LV’+ 9’“) is closed, LA?” + 9”: D” c H” -+ H$ is 
surjective, and for which 
lim JM”(L+S!“+LZ”)+ B”c~-P&~(U!~+B~)+ +91Hs=0 (2.5) 
“-CC 
for ~EHL~. Then for each n = 0, 1,2, . . . . SZZ;~ = -(A;)-’ 9;: 
y”( D”) c W” + Wn is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup 
{s:(t) : t > 0} of bounded linear operators on W” and 
lim I~-“(t)S”cp-8”~“(t)cpI,~,=0 (2.6) “-Cl3 
for q E H$, uniformly in t for t in compact intervals, where for t > 0, 
P(t) = y”‘A!;;F;l(t)(y”‘.;)-’ E Z’(H;,), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
Proof: That the operators JXZ~ = -(A”)-’ 9” generate the Co semi- 
groups {F:(t): t > 0) on the space V” follows immediately from the 
arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 described above. We establish 
the convergence result (2.6) via an application of Corollary 2.3 on the 
sequence of Hilbert spaces (YV’, ( ., . )-wn, 1.1 wm}. We first note that the 
assumption that for each n = 1,2, . . . and some 1> B, independent of n, 
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LA?” + JZpn has closed null space and is surjective, is sufficient to conclude 
that the operator 1A” + 9”’ between the Hilbert spaces H” and H$ (recall 
that the space Hz, is isometrically isomorphic to the Hilbert space ~3’“~) 
admits a unique maximal g.i., (IA” + Y)+ : Hz, -+ D’. Then for each 
n = 1, 2, . ..) define the map 9; E LE’(W’, W”) by 
9J;, = (y”‘A;f)-’ 9”y0’di$. 
The fact that y”’ and A!;t are isometric isomorphisms and the 
uniform boundedness assumption on the 9” immediately yield that 
iIsnl o 9e(w-4r~,}~~1 is uniformly bounded. 
For A > /3 as in the statement of the theorem and cp E W* we have 
where $ =y”Az(p~ HLo. Using the fact that the operator 
9” = Ay”‘A~+y”‘Z~ is a bijection and the properties of the generalized 
inverse, it is easily shown that for 12 = 0, 1) 2, . ..) (%“)-I = 
(Ay”‘A;I + y”‘9’;)-’ = yn(kV + LP)+. Indeed, for c E Hi, we have 
and thus y”(V) + is a right inverse of @“, where V” = IA’” + 049”. Since 
W’ is invertible we must have that (W) ’ = y”(V”) +. Therefore, using 
(2.5), we find that 
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It follows from Corollary 2.3 that 
uniformly on compact t-intervals, for each cp E YV’. The desired conclusion 
(2.6) is now easily obtained via the definitions of the semigroups 
{Yfl(t):t>O} and the mapping 9;1, and the isometric isomorphism y”‘.A;l 
between %‘“” and Hi,,. 
Remark 2.1. From the theory of generalized inverses (see [BG] ) we 
have (using the notation introduced in the proof of the preceding theorem) 
that 
D”=9((F)+) 6 ker(V’). (2.7) 
Since (%‘“)-’ = y”(T”)+ and %“y” = V”, for q E D” it follows that 
y”q = f(V) + wyr] = y”(?P) + vnr] 
Consequently r~ - P-q E ker(A”), which together with (2.7) implies 
that ker( Y”) E ker(A”). Now ker( Vn) c D” and therefore ker(V”) E 
ker(&“) n D”. We have assumed that ker(A’“) n D” E ker(dP”). It follows 
that ker(V’) E ker(Y) and therefore that 
ker(L@” + 9”) = ker(A”) n ker(P). 
Of primary use to us in our discussions in the succeeding sections is the 
following corollary to the theorem which has just been proved above. The 
corollary is concerned with the convergence of mild solutions to a sequence 
of degenerate initial value problems. Its proof is a straightforward and 
direct application of Theorem 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.5. In addition to the assumptions, hypotheses, and condi- 
tions given in the statement of Theorem 2.4, for each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . let 
WOE Hz, an d let f” E L1(O, T; Hz,) with If”(t)/ “2 < g(t), a.e. t E (0, T) for 
some g E L,(O, T) which is independent of n. Suppose further that 
and that 
lim IS”(t)-9”f0(t)1,;.=0, a.e. t E (0, T). 
n+cc 
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Then if we recall (2.3) and let w” denote the unique mild solution to the 
degenerate initial value problem 
(dlnun)‘(t)+dpnU”(t)=f”(t), Q<t<T 
(JPu”)(O) = w; 
we have that 
lim jw”(t)-9”w”(t)lHnmn=0 
n-c< 
for each tE [0, T]. 
3. INVERSE PROBLEMS FOR DEGENERATE SYSTEMS 
AND AN ABSTRACT APPROXIMATION FRAMEWORK 
In this section we state the identification problem precisely and construct 
an abstract approximation framework. We also indicate how the approxi- 
mation result for degenerate systems given in the previous section is used 
to establish a convergence theory. 
Let 9 be a metric space and let Q, which is known as the admissible 
parameter set, be a compact subset of 9. For each q E Q let (H(q), ( ., . )y, 
1. I,} be a Hilbert space and throughout this section let the bilinear 
form m(q)( ., .) defined on the space H(q) be bounded uniform in q for 
qE Q. Let the spaces (HmCy), (.I,,+)}, H&,, and D(q), and the operators 
JQ4) E ~W,,,,~ HLCy)) and 9(q) E L(D(q), HL,,,) be parameter depen- 
dent versions of those defined in Section 2. In particular we assume 
that for each q E Q there exists /?(q) E R for which p(q) A(q) + Y(q) is 
monotone and AA’(q) + Y(q) is a surjection for some A > b(q), We assume 
also that ker(A!(q)) n D(q) G ker(lP(q)). Let T> 0 and for each q E Q, let 
f(q) =f( .; 4) E b(O, T; ffkz~,,), w,(q) E Kn,,,. 
For i = 1, 2, . . . . v, let tie [0, T] be given and let Qi be a mapping defined 
on H(q)’ x Q with range in R +. We consider the parameter identification 
problem given by 
(ID) Determine parameters 4 E Q which minimize the performance 
index 
@(9) = 2 @i("tti; 413 413 
i= I 
where for each q E Q, w( .; q) is the unique mild solution to the initial value 
problem 
(A(q)u)’ (t) + =!e4) U(f) =f‘(t; 4)> Q<t<T, (3.1) 
(Jl”e(s)uW) = w,(q). (3.2) 
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AS an example of a possible choice for the performance index @, assume 
that the Hilbert spaces H(q) are set equivalent for q E Q and that observa- 
tions zi of u at times ti have been provided. Then @ may take the form of 
a weighted least-squares payoff with the mappings Qi given by 
@itwCti; 4); 4) = Pi Iwtfi; 4) - d(4)zil $(y)‘, 
where for each i= 1, 2, . . . . v, pi is a nonnegative weight. Recall that our 
assumptions on the bilinear forms m(q)( ., .) ensure that H;,,, c H(q)’ for 
each q E Q. 
The generic approximation framework we develop here is based upon 
the construction of a sequence of approximating identification problems. 
For each N= 1, 2, . . . and each qEQ let {HN(q), (., .)N,q, I.I,,,} be a 
finite dimensional Hilbert space and let m”(q)( ., .) be a bounded, sym- 
metric, nonnegative bilinear form on HN(q). Define {HgNC4,, 1 .Im~Cq)}, 
ff,Nk,,,, DN(q), A”(q) E ~(Hi&yJy Hm”N& and TN(q) E WN(q), f-fm”N& 
analogously to how they have been defined previously, and assume that 
there exists pN(q)E [w for which /IN(q) AN(q)+ U”“(q) is monotone and 
AAN + YN(q) is surjective for some A>BN(q). Assume also that 
ker(dN(q)) nDDN(q)s ker(YN(q)) for each N and q. Let fN(q)= 
f”( .; q)EL1(O, T; Ht& ,) and w,N(q)EH$Cyj, and for i= 1,2, . . . . v, let @” 
be a mapping from H’(q)’ x Q into [w+. The approximating identification 
problems are given by 
(IDN) Determine parameters qN~ Q which minimize the perform- 
ance index 
i= I 
where for each qE Q, wN( .; q) is the unique mild solution to the initial 
value problem 
(J+fN(q) UN)’ (t) + ZN(q) UN(f) =f”(c 41, O<t<T (3.3) 
(AN(q) UN)(O) = Wm. (3.4) 
We have the following convergence result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the following two conditions hold: 
(i) If {q”“}CQ with lim,,,q”=qo then lim,,, @F(wN(t;qM), 
;rJ = @f’(wN(t; q’), q”) for each N = 1, 2, . . . . i = 1, 2, . . . . v, and t E [0, T], 
(ii) rf {qN} CQ with lim,, o. qN=qO then lim,, cD @r(wN(t; qN), qN) 
= ai(w(t; q’), q”) for each i= 1,2, . . . . v and tE [O, T]. 
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Then each of the approximating identification problems (IDN) has a solution 
qN~ Q. Moreover, the sequence {qN) admits a convergent subsequence, 
{ qNk}, whose limit, 4 = lim, _ m qNk, is a solution to problem (ID). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is omitted. It is completely analogous to the 
proofs of similar results given in, for example, [BK, BL, BRR]. 
Henceforth we assume that the Hilbert space H(q) = H does not depend 
on q and that for each N = 1,2, . . . and q E Q, HN(q) is a finite dimensional 
subspace of H. Let the forms mN(q)( ., ) be defined simply as the restric- 
tion of m(q)( ., .) to HN(q). Let PN(q): H -+ HN(q) denote the orthogonal 
(with respect to the standard inner product ( ., . ) on H) projection of H 
onto HN(q). Assume that 
lim IPN(q)cp - cpI =O, 9fH (3.5) 
N-CC 
with convergence rate uniform in q for q E Q. Let PN(q)’ E Z(HN(q)‘, H’) 
denote the conjugate operator to PN(q). That is, for (Pi E HN(q)’ and II/ E H 
we have 
(PNk?)’ 9”Nti) = cpN(pN(qM). 
Using the fact that Htiqj c HN(q)‘, it is not diffkult to argue that 
PN(q)’ E Wf:;,,, H’) with operator norm bounded uniformly in q for 
qcQ. 
For each i= 1, 2, ..,, v assume that the mappings Qi: H’ x Q -+ R + are 
continuous and define @r : HN(q)’ x Q -+ R + by 
@“(rpN. 4) = @;(PN(q)’ cpN, 41, (Pi E HN(q)‘, i = 1, 2, . . . . v. (3.6) 
With the assumption that the aji are continuous, to establish (i) and (ii) in 
the statement of Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient to show that 
lim IPN(qM)’ wN(t; q”) - PN(qo)’ wN(t; q”)j h, = 0 (3.7) M-m 
for each N = 1, 2, . . . and t E [0, T] whenever {q”} c Q with 
lim M-r qM = q”, and that 
lim IPN(qN)’ wN(t; qN) - w(t; q”)\ n, = 0 (3.8) 
N+CC 
for each t E [0, T], whenever (qN} c Q with lim, _ m qN = q”. 
The arguments used to demonstrate (3.7) and (3.8) are essentially identi- 
cal. Consequently, here we consider (3.8) only. We begin with some 
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preliminary definitions and results. For each q E Q let the spaces Z(q) and 
“W(q), the bilinear form (inner product) m,(q)( ., .) and the operator y(q) 
be as they were defined in Section 2. Also, for simplicity, denote ker(&(q)) 
by K(q). SF A(q)E-WH, H;,,,), K(q) is closed in H and consequently 
H= K(q) 0 K(q)‘. 
The operator y(q) from H onto X(q) is a bijection when restricted to 
K(q)‘. Therefore we may define an inner product on X(q) by 
(Y(4)% YwIc/)Ju(,,= (43 $>> rp, * E NqY. 
It follows that y(q) is an isometric isomorphism from the space {K(q)l, 
( ., . ), I .I } onto the space {S(q), ( ., . )xCyJ, 1. IXCyJ}. Moreover, since 
K(q)’ is closed in H, the spaces K(q)l and X(q), endowed with their 
respective inner products, are both Hilbert spaces. Since ker y(q) = K(q) 
is closed, y(q) admits a unique maximal g.i. y(q)+, and in fact 
y(q)+ =y(q)-l ~Y(sf(q), K(q)‘), where we use y(q)-’ to denote the 
inverse of the (unitary) map, y(q) restricted to K(q)‘. It follows that the 
Hilbert space adjoint y(q)* EJ?(%‘(~), K(q)‘) of the restricted map is 
given by y(q)* = y(q)+, and that Y(q)+* = y(q) E =WK(q)‘, s(q)). 
Since the restriction of m,(q)( ., .) to Z(q) is a bounded bilinear form on 
X(q), there exists a unique operator J(q) E 9(%(q)) such that 
%(q)(cpY ti) = <J(q) % ICI )Jyy(qp (3.9) 
for all cp, $ E X(q) [H]. In fact, m,(q)( ., .) is positive definite and sym- 
metric from which it follows that J(q) is positive self-adjoint with a unique 
positive square root, J(q)‘/’ E 2(%(q)). Using the identity 
Id& =mo(q)(cp, cp) = <J(q) cp, 4&(q) 
= (J(qp2 cp, J(qP24+x(g) = L&/P2 ‘PG‘C,, 
for cp e%(q), it may be further argued that J(q)‘j2 is a bounded linear 
operator from the dense subspace 2(q) of W(q) into the Hilbert space 
S?(q). Since J(q)‘/* is densely defined in W(q), and its range is con- 
tained in the complete space X(q), it admits a unique extension 
J(q)“‘E A?(W(q), Z(q)) with operator norm lJ(q)“21 = [J(q)‘/‘1 = 1 [S, 
Theorem 1.3A]. Therefore, recalling that ( ., . )Wiu) is the extension of 
m,(q)( ., .) to all of W(q), for any cp, $ E W(q), we have 
To obtain a similar representation for m(q)( ., -), let p(q) E P(H, K(q)‘) 
denote the orthogonal projection of H onto K(q)l. Then p(q) = y(q) + y(q), 
and observe that for cp, I,+ EH, 
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m(q)(cp, ICI)= Fdq)(Y(qbA Y(4)‘b) 
= (J(q) Y(4)% Ykw L,,, 
= (J(q) Y(4bA Y(4)P(4)1//) X(y) 
= (Y(q)+ J(q) Y(q)% P(4)11/ >
= (Y(9) + J(q) Y(4)% ‘I >. 
Since &(q)cp E I?&,, c H’ = H for any cp E H, we may make the identilica- 
tion 
A(q)cp = Y(q)+ J(q) Y(4)@ 
For each q E Q we introduce an operator 9(q) mapping H’ onto H&,,, 
and its maximal g.i. Y(q)+ (which will necessarily be a right inverse for 
Y(q)), .f(q) + : K,,,, + H’. We do this in order to facilitate mapping 
between parameter-dependent spaces. (We note that although A(q) E 
Y(H’, H&,)), it is not in general surjective and therefore cannot serve our 
intended purposes.) For q E H, define 
cP(q)(P = Y(S)’ J(q)“* -?(Y)Q 
and observe that Y(q)cp E H = H’. Thus, for II/ E H, 
I(*f(q)cp)(ti)l = l<Y(q)cpJ JW2 Y(4)$L(,,l 
d lY(4hI.X(,, IJW2 Yk7bfl.r,y, 
= l.dq)cpl IY(~WIrn”~,, 
G Id ML(q). 
It follows that 3(q) E .S!(H’, H&,) with operator norm 14(q)l d 1. 
In fact, Y(q) maps H’ onto H&,. Indeed, since 
H&7, = y(q)’ A,(q) W(q) any h E H&,, is of the form 
W+V=<cp,~(qh%,,,, $EH 
for some cp E W(q). Using the representation for m,(q)( ., .) given in (3.9) 
above, we obtain - - 
4’4) = MS)“’ V? J(s)“’ Ym%(,’ 
= <y(q)L J(q)“* Y(q)‘b).K(y) 
for all Ic/ E H and some c~K(q)‘. Here we have used the fact 
W(q)“‘) c-z s(q) = y(q) K(q)‘. Thus 
h = Y(4)+ mP* Y(4)L i E K(qV> 
and Y(q) E Y( H’, Hk(,,)) is a surjection. 
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Finally it is not difficult to show that Y(q) is an injection on K(q)’ c H’, 
and that the restriction 9(q)) K(4J~ of Y(q) to K(q)l has operator norm 
equal to one. We thus have (~(q)IK(q~l)-lE~(H~(q), K(q)‘) and that 
V(dlK(q)~)- ’ is a right inverse for 4(q): H’ + Hk,,,. Similar arguments 
yield that Y(q)+ = (Y(q)IKcqp-l with operator norm 19(q)+) = 1, 
uniformly in q E Q. 
Remark 3.1. It is possible to obtain alternate representations for A(q), 
f(q), and y(q)+ by making use of the isomorphic relationship 
{K(q)‘, (-, .)> E {X(q), (., .)x7(q)} and {K(q)l”(‘), 3q)(,, .)>z 
{ Wq), ( .T . > w(q) > (where K(q)l”(‘) denotes the unique completion of 
K(q)’ in the m(q)( ., .) topology and ti(q)( ., .) is the extension of 
m(qK.3 .) to K(q) IrnCq)) and then using arguments which are analogous to 
those given above. Indeed, one may argue the existence of unique positive, 
self-adjoint operators j(q), j(q)l’* E Z(K(q)‘) for which j(q) = j(q)1’2j(q)1’2 
and 
m(q)(cp, +I= (.Aq)Aq)nAq)ti) 
for all cp, $ E H. Since j(q)p(q)cpE K(q)lwhenever cp E H, we have the 
representation 
-aqbP =Aq)P(q)cp, cp E H. 
An analogous construction yields 
In both cases we have exploited the fact that W(A!(q))cB?(9(q))= 
f=%?) c H’ = H. Further, 
Kn,,, = bldl” Aq)rp I cp E HI 
= {Aq)1’2Adv I c~Wq)% 
and, using the fact that the restriction ofj(q)‘12 to K(q)l is an isomorphism 
from K(q)l to X(,) (i(q)‘/*1 K(qp = y(q)1 ,v~~)~), we have 
3(q)+ ti=U(d1’21tqqp-1 $9 $~fC,z(~pH. 
Finally, we observe that for any cp E H, we have 
y(4)+ Juq)cp = (j(q)l,,,,I)-‘i(q)P(s)~ 
=AqY’*P(q)(P, 
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where we have used the fact that j(q)p(q)cp E K(q)l. It follows that for 
9 E H, the identification 
y(4)+ Joq)cp = Y(q)9 E H’ (3.10) 
may be made since S(q)9 E H&,, c H’. 
We now indicate how (3.8) can be established using Theorem 2.4, or, 
more precisely, Corollary 2.5. For each N= 1, 2, . . . and each q E Q let 
BN(4): K,,, -+ fc&) denote the restriction operator. That is, for 
9 E xl,,,> @(9)9 = (PN E q$,,Y where (pN(tiN) = 9(+“), $“’ E HN(q). Set 
w:(q) = RN(q) w,(q) and fN(q) = &‘(q)f(q), and assume that the sub- 
space W(q) of HN(q) and the operators 2N(q)cL(DN(q), H,N;,,,) have 
been constructed so that 
(A) There exists BE R which does not depend on N or qE Q, for 
which the operators /Lz%“N(q) + TpN(q) E L(DN(q), HEig,), N= 1, 2, . . . . are 
monotone. 
(B) There exists 1 E R, independent of N and q E Q, with I > /3, for 
which the operators LA’(q) + 5fN(q) have closed null space and are 
surjective. 
Let (4”‘) c Q with lim,, ~ qN= q” and define BN E: 2’(H~~y~~, Hz;q,2i)) by 
PN = gN(qN) Y(qN) X(4’)‘. Assume in addition to (A) and (B) above, 
that conditions 
(C) For I. in (B) and for 9 E H&q~I, 
lim I~N(qN)(LHN(qN) + PN(qN))+ PN9 
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- ~“J@(sO)(~=&“) + -rp(qO)) + 9I4& = 0, 
UJ) lim,,, IwoN - ~Nwo(qOY H;;yN, = 0, and 
(E) There exists g E L,(O, T), independent of q E Q for which 
MC q)l Hmrqj d g(t), a.e. r E (0, T), and 
lim N - CL lfN(t; qN) - YNf(c 4°)lH;;qv, = 0, 
a.e. t E (0, T) 
are satisfied. Then, making the obvious identifications in the statements of 
Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 we obtain 
lim 
N+m 
I w”( t; qN) - PNw( t; so)1 N;cqNI = 0 (3.11) 
for each t E [0, T]. 
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Finally we assume that 
(F) For cp~H’ the map q --) Y(q) cp from Q c 2? into H’ (recall 
H’ mCqj c H’) is continuous, and, in particular. 
lim l(Y(qN) - S(q”)bP( Hp = 0, cpEH’. 
N-m 
Then 
Iw(c qO) - PN(qN)’ WN(C qN)lw 
6 1 w(t; qO) - j(qN) X(qO) + w(c qO)l H’ 
+ I (3(qN) ago) + - PN(qN)’ 9”) w(c qON H’ 
+ IPN(qN)’ (Y’“w(t; qO)- wN(t; qN))L. 
G kmO) - 9(qN)) elO) + w(c 4O)l If’ 
+ I (Y(qN) 9(q0) + - PN(qN)’ 9”) 42; SO)1 H’ 
+ IIJ’“(s”Yll =Wf,N;,+ H’) IgNw(f; 4’) - wN(t; @?I HN,iqN,. 
From conditions (F), (3.11), and the uniform boundedness of P”(q”‘)‘, we 
infer that both the first and third terms in the above inequality tend to zero 
as N+ co. It remains only to consider the second term. We have 
lLQN) aJ0) + - PN(qN)’ PN) w(c 4°L, 
= MqN) 9(q0) + 42; SO) 
where 40~ =Y(q’)+ w(t; q”) E H’. Identifying q. E H’ with cp E H, for any 
t+bEH we have 
(cpo- cPo”pN(qN))IC/ = cpo(lcI) - cpo(PN(qNM) 
= (rp, *-pN(qNw 
= (cp-PN(qN)(P, +> 
so that (qo- cpoo PN(qN)) E H’ is identified with cp - PN(qN)q E H. It 
is easily seen that ( cpo - cpo 0 PN(qN))* E Y( R, H) is given by 
izit- ‘p. 0 PN(qN))* (a) = a(cp - PN(qN)cp), for a E R. It follows therefore, 
I(Po-~o”pN(4N)Iff~= I(rpo--o~pN(qN))*l~~W,H) 
= Iv - PN(qN)44*. 
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But from (3.5) we see that 
lim (cp-PN(qN)cpJH=O, 
N-CC 
and therefore that 
lim ((.f(qN) Y(qO)+ - PN(qN)’ 9”) w(t; q”)l r,, = 0. 
N-x 
Consequently we obtain (3.8). 
We summarize our abstract approximation framework in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the Hilbert space H is independent of the 
parameters and that the approximation condition (3.5) holds. Assume further 
that the mappings Gi: H’ x Q + Iw+, i= 1,2, . . . . v, are continuous and that 
conditions (A)-(F) are satisfied. Then the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied and therefore its conclusions regarding the approximation of q by 
the q” hold. 
In the next section we illustrate how Theorem 3.2 can be applied to 
obtain a rather complete approximation and convergence theory in the 
case where the operators P(q) are derived from a coercive sesquilinear 
from d(q)( ., ,). 
Remark 3.2. We note that the approximating parameter identification 
problems defined above only entail discretizations of the state spaces Hmly-). 
In fact, our approach may also be used to handle estimation problems 
involving infinite dimensional (i.e., functional) parameter spaces 9 via the 
introduction of a second level of approximation. See, for example, [BL] 
for the details. 
4. PARABOLIC SYSTEMS 
As was the case in the previous section let (9, d,) be a metric space and 
let Q be a compact subset of 9. Let H be a Hilbert space over the reals 
with inner product (., . ) and corresponding induced norm 1. I. Let V be 
another Hilbert space with inner product (., .) and corresponding norm 
11. II which is densely and continuously embedded in H. The latter assump- 
tion implies the existence of a constant ,u > 0 for which jqpl < p ]I (PI\, cp E V. 
Identifying H with its dual, H’, it follows that H is also densely and 
continuously embedded in V’, the continuous dual of V. 
For each q E Q let m(q)( ., .) be a symmetric nonnegative bilinear form 
on H and assume that the following conditions are satisfied. 
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(ml) (Uniform Boundedness) There exists a positive constant CI,, 
which does not depend on q E Q, for which 
I44)(% $11 d %I Id I!& VP, $EH. 
(m2) (Continuous Dependence) There exists a positive constant 6,, 
which does not depend on q E Q, for which 
for all q1,q2eQ, (PE V, and $EH. 
For each qE Q let A(q) E A?(H,,,,, H&J be the operator on the semi- 
normed space ( HmcyJ, 1. JrncqJ) induced by the form m(q)( ., .) and once 
again let K(q) denote the kernel of A(q). Let V(q) denote a subspace of 
V which is closed in V and dense in Hmcyj. Note that {V(q), (., .), II .[I } 
forms a Hilbert space and that H&,,, c V(q)‘. 
For each q E Q, let L’(q)( ., . ): Vx V+ R be a bilinear form on V which 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(e 1) (Uniform Boundedness) There exists a positive constant IZ( 
which does not depend on q E Q, for which 
lQq)(cp, @)I <a/ Ilcpll 11~11~ rp, v+E if. 
(d2) (Uniform V(q)-Coercivity) There exist constants pee R and 
ee > 0, both independent of q E Q, for which 
f(q)((P, cp) + PP Id;(,) 2 g& IId cp E V(q). 
(83) (Continuous Dependence) There exists a positive constant 6, 
which does not depend on q E Q, for which 
v(ql)(% Ic/)-Q42)(% $11 G~Gpd,(q,, q2) IIVII llvw3 
for all q,, q2EQ, and cp, $E V. 
Define the operator p(q) E Z(K V’) by W;p(q)v)($) = e(qNv, @I, 
cp, $ E V, and set D(q) = {p E V(q) : 9(q)p E HL,,,}. It follows that 
g(q) E W(q), Hkt(qJ 
Recall (from Section 3) the definitions of the orthogonal projection 
p(q)eLZ’(H, K(q)l) of H onto K(q)’ and the operators j(q) and j(q)“2 in 
Y(K(q)l) for each q E Q. We require the following additional continuous 
dependence assumption. 
(jl) For each (PE H, the map q+j(q)1/2p(q)(p is continuous from 
Qc9 into H’. 
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Remark 4.1. Since m(q)(., .) has the representation m(q)(cp, II/) = 
(j(q) p(q) q, tc/ ), cp, I+$ E H, in practice it is possible that the steps required 
to verify conditions (~2) and (jl) for a particular example will be 
analogous (see, for example, the following section). In general, however, it 
cannot be claimed that one condition is interchangeable with the other. 
Let T> 0 and for each qE Q let u,Jq)E H and let fo(q) = 
fO( ., q) E L,(O, T; H). We assume that 
(dl) The maps q -+ u,(q) and q +&(t; q) are continuous from Q t A 
into H for a.e. t E (0, T) and there exists a function g E L,(O, T), which does 
not depend on q E Q, for which IfO( t; q)1 < g(t) for a.e. t E (0, T). 
We consider the identification problem (ID) given in Section 3 with the 
operators A(q) and P(q) as defined above, f(q) = j(q)“‘p(q)f,(q), and 
w,(q)= j(q)“‘p(q) u,(q). (Note that there is no loss of generality in 
choosing f(q) and w,(q) of the given form since 9(j(q)“2p(q)) = 
W3(q)) = HLw) 
Condition (e2) clearly implies that the operators pIA + 9(q): 
Wq) -+ ff~,,, are monotone. Moreover, it also implies that the 
operators p+%!(q) + Y(q) are V(q)-elliptic and thus isomorphisms in 
.%Vqh Vq)‘). Since K,,, c V(q)’ we obtain that p/.dZ(q)+$P(q) is a 
surjection from D(q) onto Hk,,,. For cp ~D(q)n K(q) we have 
of Ilcpl12~~(q)(~~ CP)+P( I(PI~~~,~c~ M,~,,+P~ I’~l$,,=o and cow- 
quently that ker(&(q)) n D(q) = (0) E ker(Y(q)). Finally, it is 
immediately clear that w,(q) E H&,, and f(q) E L,(O, T, H&,). It follows 
therefore that for each q E Q the initial value problem (3.1) (3.2) admits a 
unique mild solution w( ., q)E C([O, T]; Hkcyj). In fact, ker(A(q)) n 
kerW’LP(d) c 0) n D(q) = {O), so that if u,,(q) E D(q) and f(. ; q) E 
C’([O, T]; Hk,,,) we are assured of a unique strong solution 
(Theorem 2.1). 
Remark 4.2. Not surprisingly when conditions (el) and (e2) are 
satisfied, we may obtain a somewhat stronger result concerning the semi- 
group {Y(t; q): t > 0} and strong solutions u( .; q) corresponding to (a 
modification of) Eq. (3.1), (3.2). Indeed if we define the space 
H(q)= Uq)+Qq) ( w ere the closure is with respect to the standard h 
H-norm, 1. ( ), we observe that {H(q), ( ., . ), I . ( } forms a Hilbert space and 
H,,,,(q) = {H(q), I L(c,J a seminormed space, and that since K(q) c H(q), 
the canonical surjection y(q): H(q) ++ S(q) = H(q)/K(q) may be defined for 
H(q) exactly as it was defined for H. Similarly, we may construct 
JQq) E ~io(ff,~,~(qh Hmc,,(q)‘), the inner product w,(q)( ., .) on S(q) 
(from m(q)(., .)I, the Hilbert space (W(q), (., . )w cyj, I .lw.(qj} (where 
W(q) is the completion of A?(q) with respect o the topology generated by 
m,(q)(., .), and (., .)9-(q) is the extension of m,(q)( ., .) to all of w(q)), 
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the Riesz map .&&(q)E LZ’(V(q), W(q)‘), and the isomorphism 
y(q)‘: -Wfld’~ Hm(,jW). Defining =%hW) =Wh II/), cp, II/ E Wd, 
and (a new) D(q) by 
we argue exactly as before that D(q) n K(q) = (0) so that the operator 
Z&J E W(q) Wq), w(q)‘) may be defined as usual by y(q)’ %(q) y(dcp = 
Again using the fact that the intersection of D(q) and K(q) is trivial, we 
see that the map y(q): D(q) I+ y(q) D(q) is a bijection. We may thus define 
the inner product (., .)yCq) on y(q) W) by (y(dw y(dt&,~ = (cp, ICI), for 
q, $ ED(~), and define the Hilbert space V(q) to be the completion of 
y(q) D(q) with respect o the inner product (., .)+“.(y). From the above con- 
struction, it is easily seen that “Y-(q) = y(q) D(q) c y(q) V(q) c S(q) (where 
D(q) denotes the closure of D(q) in (., .)), and that y(q): D(q) H V(q) is 
a bijection. 
In what follows we show that V(q) = y(q) V(q), and that Y(q) is dense 
in W(q) (and thus y(q)D(q) is dense in W’“(q)). Using these results it is 
easily seen that the operator p,.A$(q)+ 5$(q) is Y”(q)-elliptic and that 
consequently the semigroup (9J t; q) : t > 0} generated by do(q) = 
-d&(q)-l YO(q): y(q) D(q) c W(q) I-+ W(q) is analytic. A minor modilica- 
tion to Showalter’s Theorem V.4.B in [S] then yields that if f(.; q) is 
Holder continuous, f(t; q) E H,,,,,,(q)‘, and u,(q) E H,,,(,)(q), then there 
exists a unique strong solution u( .; q) (u(t; q)E D(q), t > 0) to the initial 
value problem (3.1), (3.2) as redefined on H,(,,(q)‘, with we(q)= 
A(q) u,(q). We note that in the case H(q) = H, Eq. (3.1), (3.2) remain 
unchanged (see the example in Section 5). 
To argue that V(q) = y(q) V(q) it suffices to show that 
y(q) V(q) c y(q) D(q). Since D(q) is closed in V(q), any (PE V(q) has the 
unique representation cp = ‘pl + (p2, where cp, ED(~) and cpZ em’, the 
orthogonal complement of D(q) in V(q) taken with respect o the V inner 
product, (-, -). Since y(q) qr E y(q) D(q), it remains to show that y(q) (p2 = 0 
so that y(q)(p E y(q) D(q). But (p2 satisfies (+, (p2) = 0, all $ E D(q). Since 
ped(q) + Y(q) E LZ’( V(q), V(q)‘) is elliptic, it is an isomorphism and 
thus there exists a unique isomorphism /?(q)E 9( V(q)) (i.e., the Riesz 
map on v(q)) satisfying (p,&(q) + y(q))(il)(i2) = (iI, P(q) 1J for all 
cl, c2 E V(q) (see, for example [S, pp. 53-541). Therefore (p,&(q) + 
Y(q))($)(/l(q)-’ (p2) = ($, (p2) = 0 for all I,G E D(q), or, using the surjec- 
tivity of PC&(q) + 2’(q): D(q) ti H,,,,(q)‘, we have h(/3(q)-’ (p2) = 0 for 
all h E H,(,)(q)‘. It follows that y(q)’ l@(q)-’ qpz) = [(y(q) D(q)-’ (p2) = 0 
for all /E W(q)’ or that y(q) p(q)-l qp2 = 0 E W(q), where we have used the 
Hahn-Banach theorem and the fact that W(q) is a Hilbert space. Therefore 
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/?(q)-l ‘pz E V(q) n K(q). But using the uniqueness of p(q) and the fact that 
the restriction of p+?(q) + Y(q) to 9( V(q) n K(q), (V(q) n K(q))‘) is also 
an isomorphism which satisfies (pcA(q) + A?(q))(il)(<z) = (iI, p(q) iz) 
for all [,, [I E V(q) A K(q), we observe that the restriction of /l(q) to 
V(q) n K(q) is an isomorphism from that space onto itself. Thus, since 
8(q)-’ cp2 E v(q) n K(q), we have (Pi E v(q) n K(q), or that y(q) v2 = 0. 
Finally, Y(q) is dense in W(q). Indeed it suffices to show that 
V”(q) is dense in (X(q), mo(q)( ., .)}. For any (PE H(q), there exist 
sequences ((~~1 = Vq), (tin> = K(q), such that I(cP,~ + $,I - cpl --, 0 as 
n -+ 00. Since Iv(s) rp,? - ~(4)cplmo~q~ = h- 4Acq,) = lh + vkJ - (PL,~~ 6 
& l(tp,+$,)-(PI? ‘t f 11 i o ows immediately that the sequence {y(q) q,,) c 
y(4) v(q) = Y(q) converges in I ~Imo~y~ to y(4)v E H(q). 
We approximate using a standard Galerkin approach. For each 
N = 1, 2, . . . and each q E Q let HN(q) be a finite dimensional subspace of H 
with HN(q)c V(q). Let PN(q): H -+ HN(q) denote the orthogonal projec- 
tion (with respect to the H inner product) of H onto HN(q). We assume 
that 
(al) For each qnE I/ 
,“_“, llPN(dcp - cpll = 0 
with rate uniform in q for q E Q, 
We note that assumption (a 1) together with the density of V in H yields 
that the approximation condition (3.5) holds. 
We define m”(q)( ., .) = m(q)( ., .)lH~,q)X H,~,y) and the operator 
AN(q) E =JU?i,,,, Hi&) ) by (AN(q) cp”)($“) = mN(q)(cpNT I(INh for cpN3 
$N~ HN(q). In keeping with the definition of H,+,), we let HLcQj denote 
the seminormed space (HN(q), m(q){-, .), J.\m,qJ}. In addition, we let 
lN(q)( ., .) denote the restriction of t(q)( ., .) to H”‘(q) c V, and define the 
operator yN(q) E y;P(ffN(q)) by (TN(q) cp”)($“‘) = tN(q)(cpN, tiNI, @‘, 
I+~~E HN(q). In fact, since HN(q) c V(q) and YN(q) maps HN(q) onto 
H”‘(q) = HN(q)’ (from assumptions (el), (L2)), it follows that the restric- 
tion of YN(q) to IIN( P(q) = {cp” E HN(q):YN(q) cpN E HE;,,], is a 
surjection. Here we have used the fact that HL&) c HN(q)‘. 
For q E Q and each N = 1,2, . . . . we consider the degenerate systems 
(3.3) (3.4) in HN(q) with (as in the general framework outlined in 
the previous section) fN(q) = @(q)f(q) E L,(O, T; Hi;,,) and w:(q) = 
WN(q) w,(q) E Hziyj, where BN(q): H&,, -+ H:,,,(q)’ denotes the restric- 
tion operator. Repeating the arguments given earlier, it follows that the 
approximating initial value problems (3.3) (3.4) admit unique mild solu- 
tions wN( ., q) E C( [0, T]; HE;,,). 
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Now H is independent of q for q E Q, and we assume that the functionals 
Qi, i= 1, 2, . . . . v appearing in the statement of the identification problem 
(ID) are continuous. Once again, in keeping with our general framework, 
we assume further that the functionals @N, i= 1, 2, . . . . v in problem (IDN) 
for each N= 1, 2, . . . are chosen as in (3.6). We again observe that assump- 
tion (al) implies that the approximation condition (3.5) is satisfied. 
Assumption (.82) is sufficient o conclude that conditions (A) and (B) given 
in Section 3 are also satisfied. Using assumptions (jl) and (dl) it is easily 
shown that conditions (D) and (E) hold, while assumption (jl) can also 
be used to establish condition (F). To be able to apply Theorem 3.2 it 
remains only to verify that condition (C) is satisfied. 
Toward this end, let {qN) c Q with lim,, o. qN = q”. When no confusion 
will result, we simplify notation in the estimates to follow by setting 
A0 = A!(qO), ~4’~ = A!“(qN), .9’= .Y(q’), ZN = PN(qN), and HN = 
HN(qN). We recall that PN =i%TN(qN) Y(qN) S(q’)+, let IC/N~ HN and 
I/J E H be given by 
JIN= (peAN+ PN)+ LPNcp = (peJzN+ .YN)--l PNql, 
#=(peAo+dpo)+ ‘p=(pcAO+dRO)-’ 50, 
for arbitrary cp E H~,+o) and then argue that )dNeN - 9’N~o$1 H;;qN, + 0 as 
N-CD. 
We first establish that J/t,P - $11 + 0 as N + co. Since by assumption 
tar) limN+rn )I $” - $11 = 0, where 4” = PN(qN)$, it sufhces to consider 
/1$“-$“11. It follows that 
0, wN- $,112 
d pp(qN)(*N - gN, *” - $“I 
+ &?N)($N - $N, $” - 4”) 
= pemN(qN)(lCIN, $” - 4”) + eN(qN)(ICIN, *N- 6”) 
- p,m(qO)(h II/” - $“) - ~(4”)(1CI, II/” - 4”) 
+ pp(q’)($ - SN, *“- $“I + Qq”)($ - $“, rl/“- $“I 
+ ptm(qO)($N, $” - 4”) + Q4°)($N, $” - 4”) 
- pcm(qN)($N, rl/” - 6”) - f(qN)($Nt $” - 4”) 
= { (p@P+ TN) $” - (pc.MO + Y0)$}(9” - 6”) 
+ pp(q’)(l(/ - CN, $” - 4”) + Qq”)(ti - $N, *” - $“I 
+ p,im(qO)($“, 4QN - 4J”) - m(qN)(&NI J/” - $“>I 
+ @TONjN> *” - $“, - f(qN)GiJN, Ic/” - 6”) 
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G (PN4J - cpNk”- $“I 
+ ww2 + 5) llti - $“I1 II@“- PVII 
+ (PIPL + 6,) 4(qN, q”l ll$“ll lM”- 11;“ll 
d (YN’p - cp)($” - $“I 
-i- ~bvmP2 +%I2 IW-$“ll’ 
+ (P/Pd, + u2 w7N, q”j2 11$“11 2 I/2& + E iI+” - $“I1 2> 
where we have used assumptions (ml), (m2), (el), (/2), and (e3). 
Further, 
(PNv - cp)W” - $“I 
= WN(qN) 4(qN) aq”)+ 40 - .f(qO) 9 +(4°hwN - i”) 
= V(qN) elO)’ cp - J(q0) J%lO) + CPW” - 4”) 
G l(~(4N) - aq”)) m”J+ CPI “, I$“- $“I 
dg ILmN)-~(qow(40)+ CPIL 
+E ,,,N-$N,,2. 
Selecting E > 0 so that CT/ - 2.5 > 0, and recalling assumptions (a 1) and (j 1 ), 
we find that 
and hence that 
lim lltJN-ll//l =O. 
N-CC 
Finally, we consider I A”$ N - .9’N&oll/ I “;iy”, and observe that 
Id”1cI” - YNJ+fO1l/l H$& 
= l~%“KmN) $” - Y(qN) JvJO)+ ~“$11 H$& 
G I~(qN)(~(qN) + J4qN) qN - JvqO) + J@“$)I H;;qNI 
6 v(qN)+ J@(qN)(tiN - $11 H’ 
+ I(9(qNJf A(qN)-9(q0)+ =f@(c/“))$lH~ 
d%P 1111/“-~11+ l(mN)-~(~ONf%~~ 
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where we have used (3.10) in the last inequality. Recalling the properties of 
9(q), we conclude that 
and thus obtain that condition (C) is satisfied. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we consider an example which illustrates how the theoretical 
and approximation ideas developed in the previous sections may be applied 
to the problem of estimating parameters appearing in degenerate parabolic 
distributed systems. It is interesting to note that in this example, unknown 
parameters appear in the bilinear form m(q)( ., .) in such a way that it is 
actually the nature of the degeneracy itself which is to be identified. The 
outline of the section is as follows. We first define the particular problem 
of interest, outlining the relevant spaces and mappings that were intro- 
duced in preceding sections. We follow with a discussion of the structure of 
the matrices which arise from the parameter-dependent linear spline-based 
Galerkin approximations. Finally, we present some of our numerical 
findings. 
Let Z! = &(O, 1) x L,(O, 1) x L,(O, 1) endowed with the usual metric 
denoted by d,( ., .) and let Q be a compact subset of 9 with the property 
that q = (q,, q2, qd E Q only if q1 E JL(O, I), ql(x) 2 0, q2(x) 2 co > 0, and 
q3(x) >so, a.e. XE [0, 11, and lqila, <p. for i= 1, 2, 3, where so and p. are 
positive constants. We consider the problem of estimating the vector 
q= (q,, q2, q3) of parameters in the system 
au a 
41(x) 5 (6 xl - z ( 
au 
q*(x) G (6 x) > 
+ q3(x) u(c x) =f(G x; 41, O<t<T,O<x<l, (5.1) 
$,O)=O, g (t, 1) = 0, O<t<T, 
41(x) 40, x) = wo(x; 91, O<x<l, (5.3) 
where f(f, x; q) = m.fdt, x), w,(x; q) = a u,(x), with the 
mapping t -‘fo(t, .) belonging to L,(O, T; L,(O, 1)) and u,EL,(O, 1). 
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Let H= L,(O, 1) and V= H’(0, l), and let the bilinear forms m(q)( .) .) 
and t(q)( ., .) be given by 
It is easily verified that m(q)( ., .) is a bounded, symmetric, nonnegative 
bilinear form on H and that the subspaces K(q) = ker(A?‘(q)) and K(q)’ of 
H are given by 
K(q)= (~PEL,(O, i):q,(x)cp(x)=O,a.e.xE(O, 1)) 
= (~EL,(O, 1):40(x)=0, a.e..uEsupp(q,)}, 
K(q)l= {cp~L,(0, l):cp(x)=O, a.e. XE [0, l]\supp(q,)}. 
In addition, the maps p(q) E LF(H, K(q)l) and j(q), j(q)“* E P’(K(q)‘) 
defined in Section 2 are given by p(q)(p = ~supp~y,~ cp for cp E H (for 
SC [0, 13, xs denotes the characteristic function of the set S defined by 
xs=l, XES, andX,=Ootherwise), andj(q)rp=q,cp,j(q)1i2cp=,,,&cpfor 
cp E K(q)‘. It follows that for cp E H, A(q)(p = q, cp and Y(q)? = J’& cp. In 
addition, 
H’ m(ql = t&k (PEHI 
= {J&f? cp E mqv $7 
while, for [E H&,c H, the map Y(q)+ is given by Y(q)+ [ = 
x(q)+ C&40) = v, for 40 =p(q)i EK(qF. 
In what follows we define V(q) and D(q), and establish that the condi- 
tions prescribed in Section 4 for m(q)( ., .) and t(q)( ., .) do indeed hold. 
We turn first to a verification of the assumptions associated with m(q)( ., . ). 
Since m(q)(cp, $) < p0 )cpJ 191 for all cp, J/ E H, it is easily seen that (m 1) 
holds. To verify (m2), we take cp E V, 9 E H and observe that for q’, q* E Q, 
4’ = (4; 3 41, qi), i = 1, 2, 
Mt)(% ti) - m(q2)(cp, $)I = j,’ (4; - 43 cpll/ 
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for some constant c > 0. Thus (m2) is satisfied. Similar arguments establish 
(jl), while condition (dl) is satisfied since f0 and u0 are independent of 
qEQ. 
To verify (e 1) we observe that for cp, II/ E V, 
GPo(Irp’l WI + Id I$I) 
~~oocp’12+ l(P12P2 WI’+ 14v2P2 
=Po Ild II$II. 
Arguments similar to these can be used to verify (/3). With regard to the 
coercivity condition (/2), we observe that the bilinear form t(q)( ., .) is 
simply a weighted H’(0, 1) inner product, so that /(q)((p, cp) > co ljc~ll 2, 
cp E V. Thus condition (e2) holds on V(q) 3 V with the choice of constants 
pe, (TV (appearing in (82)) taken to be pe =0 and a,=~~. The set D(q) 
prescribed in Section 4 is easily computed using an integration by parts on 
t(q)( ., .). We find that 
D(q)= {CPE JQ%?)qOwn(y)~ 
= {cp~fm, l):cp’(O)=cp’(l)=Q -((4*cPot+q3(P=&L 
for some c E L,(O, 1)). 
The existence of a unique mild solution w( .; q) to (5.1)-(5.3) is guaran- 
teed from the general parabolic theory developed in Section 4. Moreover, 
we may apply the theory detailed in Remark 4.2 to claim that, since 
H(q) = V(q) + K(q) = H, whenever f. is Holder continuous, a unique 
strong solution u( .; q) can be obtained. 
We note that when q3 is not strictly bounded below by zero, the coer- 
civity of l(q)( ., .) on all of V can in general not be demonstrated. 
However, if we assume instead that supp(q,) c (a, /?) with 0 <u < /?< 1, 
and that ql(x) 2 so, a.e. x E (a, /?), and if we set V(q) = Vn K(q)l for each 
q E Q, it follows that for pd > 0 and cp E V(q), 
f(q)((p, cp) + Pp Id;(,) = 5 
B 
cI 4*‘pf2 + j” (43 + P&l) v2 r 
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Consequently condition (e2) obtains with the choice of constants 
pr = (pO + aO)/sO and G/ = sO. Further, we find that 
D(q)={pEH’(O, l):cp=Oa.e.xE[O, l]\(a,/?), 
-bl*(P’)‘+93’p=x/z5~ a.e. x E (a, fl), for some [ E L,(O, l)}. 
When q2 is sufficiently smooth, we have D(q) = {(p E H’(0, 1):~ = ~co,sl’p, 
cp( ca,ll, E H’(a, b) n Hk(a, a)}. Once again, there is a unique mild solution 
to (5.1)-(5.3) and a unique strong solution when f0 is Holder continuous 
(again, via the analytic semigroup theory given in Remark 4.2 with 
H(q) = w. 
To illustrate our approximation ideas, we consider the problem of 
estimating q = (ql, q2, q3) in the initial-boundary value problem (5.1)(5.3) 
under an additional assumption on the nature of the unknown parameters 
q. We now let 9 = [w2 x L,(O, 1) x L,(O, 1) x L,(O, 1) and assume that Q is 
a compact subset of Z? with the property that q = (a, fi, ql, q,, q3) E Q only 
if O<a<p<l, q,EL,(O, 1) with supp(q,)c[a,/?] and q,(x)>O, a.e. 
XE [a, fl], q2(x)>/co>0 and q3(x) >,sO for almost every XE [IO, 11, and 
l4,13c d/h, i= 192, 3. 
Recall that with Q having the above property, we may take 
V(q) = I/= H’(0, 1) for each q E Q. For each N= 1,2, . . . and qE Q, we 
choose the approximating space HN(q) t V to be the space of linear spline 
functions defined on the (q, N)-dependent mesh {x”(q)} on [0, 11, given 
by 
is/N, i=O N , . ..> 
a+(i-N)(P--cc)/N, i = N + 1, . . . . 2N 
B+(i-2W(l -LO/N i = 2N + 1, . . . . 3N. 
We note that our use of a parameter mesh implies that with any iterative 
procedure used to find “optimal” values for q E Q, and in particular, a and 
fl, both the mesh and the basis (i.e., “hat”) functions defined on that mesh 
will necessarily change with each update of the parameter values. However, 
it is not difficult to express both the mesh and the basis elements as 
parameter-dependent scalings of a fixed mesh and fixed basis elements; 
consequently, updating these scale factors as parameters iterate is relatively 
straightforward (see, for example, [L] ), 
Let P”‘(q): HH HN(q) denote the orthogonal projection of H onto 
HN(q) with respect to the H inner product. It is not difficult to apply 
standard approximation results for interpolatory linear splines (see [SV]) 
to argue that the spaces HN(q) and operators P(q) satisfy the approxima- 
tion assumption (a 1) given in the last section. With the basis for HN(q) 
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chosen above, the approximating degenerate system associated with (3.1), 
(3.2) becomes a 3N+ 1 dimensional matrix degenerate system of ordinary 
differential equations for which a unique mild solution is guaranteed to 
exist for each value of q E Q. 
For each qe Q let (cpy(q)}?fo denote the linear spline basis elements 
corresponding to the mesh {x~(q)}~~,, defined above, and let P(q) = 
[cpf(q), p?(q), . . . . c&(q)]? For a vector /1 with 3N+ 1 components we 
adopt the convention that n i , A*, and /1, denote the vectors containing 
respectively components 0 through N- 1, N through 2N, and 2N+ 1 
through 3N of A. Thus @(q) = C@(q): I@“(q)rI QN(q)TIT, where 
@N(q)1 = [t&(q), cp,N(q), .. . . cpz_ ,(q)] ‘, etc. Similarly, for a 3N+ 1 square 
matrix /1, we adopt the (N, N+ 1, N} block partitioning convention given 




with respect to the basis defined above. The matrix form of the Galerkin 
equations corresponding to (5.1)-(5.3) is given for the 3N+ 1 vector u”‘(t), 
ta0, by 
(MN(q) UN(f))’ + P(q) UN(f) = fN(t; q) (5.4) 
MN(q) UN(O) = w,NM (5.5) 
where MN(q) = m(q)(@N(q)P @N(4)T) = J-t QN(q) @N(4K LN(q) = 
e(4)(@N(4)9 @“km = j: 42D@N(q) D@Nw + j-A 43@N(4) @N(4)T, 
fN(t; q) = fAf(t, .; q) DN(q), and w:(q) = s: w,(q) ON(q). Note that because 
of the nature of the basis elements, {cpp”(q)}fN,, and the admissible 
parameter set Q, we have MN(q),=O, (i,j)# (2,2), MN(q),* >O. Also 
LN(q),, = LN(q)3, = 0, LN(q),, > 0, i= 1,2, 3, and fN(t; q)i= w,N(q)i = 0, 
i= 1, 3. 
The system (5.4), (5.5) is a linear degenerate initial value problem in 
R3N+1 and its mild solution, wN, can be found using the techniques and 
constructions outlined in Section 2. Indeed, with H= R3N+’ it follows that 
z&= {VER3N+’ :vl = v3 = 0}, that # = W = RN+’ with yv = MN(q)2, v2, 
v E ZZ, and that (v, w),- = vTMN(q),’ w, v, w E W. Furthermore we find 
that y’v = [O IIN+, 1 0] T v, v E W, and that Jklb = IN + i where IN+, denotes 
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the N + 1 dimensional identity matrix. A straightforward calculation 
reveals that 
D= (VElR3N+1 :v1= -LN(q),’ LN(q)l, v2, 
v3= -~N(q)33'~N(d32V21Y 
and 
% = Glq) = CLN(9)*2 - LN(d21 ~N(qLi’ LN(q),2 
-LN(q)*3 ~N(d.$ -wd321~%)2Q'. 
The nondegenerate initial value problem in ?I#/ corresponding to (5.4) (5.5) 
is then given by 
V’(f) + L;(q) v(t) = fN(t; q)z (5.6) 
v(O) = w3qh. (5.7 1 
The mild solution to (5.6), (5.7) is then given by wN(t; q)= [0 Iv(t, q)( 01’. 
A representation for the mild solution wN to the approximating system 
(3.3), (3.4) can be obtained as follows. When a strong solution z.P to (3.3) 
(3.4) exists, a strong solution uN to (5.4), (5.5) must also exist, with 




wN(c 4) (PN = m”(s)(u”(c q), cp”) 
0 
= UN(K 4r MN(q)CvNI, 
where [q”] denotes the coordinate vector representation for qN with 
respect to the basis {(p”(q)):co (i.e., ‘pN= [cp”]‘@j”(q)). However, since 
uN is the strong solution to (5.4), (5.5) it follows that 
WN(C qJT Cq”l = UN(C 4jT MN(q)CqNl. 
Thus 
wN(t; qlT C~“I = i’,’ wN(t; 4) (PN = CW’“(C s)l’GN(q)CvN15 
where GN(q) is the Gram matrix given by GN(q)=jh QN(q) @N(q)T. We 
conclude that 
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where 
GN(do = GN(qh - GN(q)2, GN(diil GN(d,, 
- GN(q),, GN(d,' GN(q)w 
It is not difficult to show that GN(q),,, GN(q)33, and G”‘(q), are diagonally 
dominant and therefore invertible. 
Finally we describe some of the results of our numerical studies. In the 
system described above we set ql(x) = x~~,~,(x), x E [O, 11, q2(x) = a I== 0,
and q3(x) = b > 0, x E [0, 11, with a and b assumed to be known and given 
(i.e., not to be identified). We then used our scheme to identify a and 0 
with O<cc</?dl. We let 




’ Iwtti; 9)-X[a.fijZ(ti)12, i = 1, 2, . . . . v, (5.9) 
0 
where the R2 vector q is given by q = (a, /?). In this case we have 
@r(wN(ti; q); q) = Qi(wN(ti; q); q), i= 1, 2, . . . . v, with wN given by (5.8). 
In order to obtain data or observations (i.e., z(t,) = z(t,, .), i = 1, 2, . . . . v 
in (5.9)) we selected “true” values for CI and /?, cl and 8, and set 
i 
e”‘P,(x)T o<x<ii 
z( t, x) = e”‘p(x), t?<X<p= 
eArPr( p<x<1, 
where p,(x)=expJblax+exp(-J&)x, p,(x)=exp&(x-l)+ 
exp( - ,,,@)(x - 1) and p(x) is the third degree polynomial which Hermite 
interpolates the data p,(E), p>(E) at x = & and p,(B), p:(B) at x = 8. We then 
chose 
fo(t, x)=eA’((i+ b)p(x)-ap”(x)} 
and 
uo(x) = P(X) 
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For each value of N, the IMSL realization of the Levenberg-Marquardt 
modified Newton algorithm (IMSL subroutine ZXSSQ) was used to 
iteratively minimize the finite dimensional performance index JN(q), 
starting from an initial guess for q, q” = (a’, PO). In each iteration in that 
procedure, the IMSL routine DGEAR (a stiff differential equation solver) 
was used to solve the ordinary differential equations defined by the 
Nth approximating equations associated with the current value of the 
parameters (i.e., (5.6), (5.7)). Integrals requiring numerical evaluation (such 
as those associated with the right-hand side of the equation, f, and the 
initial data, wo) were computed using a two point Gauss-Legendre com- 
posite quadrature rule. The calculations which we report below were 
performed on a Cray X-MP/48 at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. 
We chose a=O.l, b= 1.0, cl=O.37, fl=O.83, 1=0.3, v = 6, ti=0.5i, for 
i = 1) 2, . ..) 6. The values of the initial guess (t1’, /I”) used to start the 
iterative procedure were taken to be u” = 0.5 and p” = 0.9 for all values of 
N. We present for each N the converged value of the identified parameters 
c( and 8, the value of JN (“Sum of Squared Errors”) at both the initial 
guess, a0 and /I’, and the optimal estimate, GIN and pN, and the CPU time 
required to obtain the optimal values. To ensure that 0 da < fl d 1 
throughout the iterative search, we set a = 1 sin yI and p = c( + ( 1 - a) /sin 61 
and then used ZXSSQ to identify y and 6. 
We note that the convergence xhibited in Table I is significantly slower 
than either we or others have seen in previous parameter estimation studies 
involving nondegenerate distributed systems. This is due to the fact that the 
data we are fitting, ~~~,~,z(t~) hasjump discontinuities at x = c1 and x = /I. 
Since for each N= 1, 2, . . . the approximating mild solutions at each time t, 
wN(t), are elements in the finite dimensional inear spline-based subspaces 
TABLE I 
Discretization Identified Values Sum Squared Initial CPU Time 
level N a B errors (SSQ) SSQ (seconds) 
2 0.30861 0.93900 10.99 61.88 0.39 
8 0.35585 0.88867 3.04 44.62 1.83 
14 0.36147 0.87424 1.82 42.52 1.14 
20 0.36048 0.85429 1.28 41.71 13.70 
26 0.36562 0.86104 1.01 41.28 3.06 
32 0.36446 0.85553 0.81 41.01 27.01 
38 0.36755 0.84557 0.68 40.83 12.35 
44 0.36629 0.84118 0.59 40.69 55.04 
50 0.36707 0.84839 0.53 40.59 9.77 
56 0.36852 0.84129 0.47 40.52 26.64 
62 0.36849 0.83951 0.42 40.45 14.13 
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HN(q), and are therefore continuous on [O, 11, the usual Gibbs-like 
phenomenon occurs at a and /?. Consequently the truncation error due to 
finite dimensional approximation becomes far more significant in this 
example than either we or others have observed previously. For this 
problem, considering an approximation scheme which allows for jump dis- 
continuities in the approximating mild solutions at x = a and x = /3 (such 
as finite element schemes using nonconforming elements [C, SF], some- 
times referred to as hybrid schemes, and in particular, those schemes which 
have been developed in the context of the linear quadratic control of delay 
or hereditary systems in, for example, [KS]) may be more appropriate. 
Further study in this direction is required and currently underway. 
In addition to the run summarized in Table I we have made several 
others which involve a variety of configurations for the initial estimate. In 
particular, we have chosen a0 and /I0 so that the interval [a’, /I’] either 
partially overlaps, entirely contains, or is entirely disjoint from the interval 
[cl, /I]. In all cases, our results and the performance of our scheme were 
essentially identical to that which we have described above. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have formulated an abstract approximation framework 
for the identification of linear degenerate systems. Our approach was based 
upon an abstract approximation result for degenerate systems in the spirit 
of the well known Trotter-Kato approximation theorem for linear semi- 
groups. We have been able to establish readily verifiable conditions for 
convergence and have shown how to apply them in the case of parabolic 
systems. 
In addition to the effort reported on here, we have developed an 
analogous theory for second order systems. These results will appear 
shortly. In addition we are currently looking at the extension of our 
approximation theory for linear systems to the identification of both singly 
(i.e., 9) and doubly (4 and 9) nonlinear degenerate systems. This treat- 
ment is likely to be in the spirit of the results reported on in [BRR]. 
Finally, we are also attempting to apply our approximation ideas to the 
linear quadratic control and estimation problems for infinite dimensional 
descriptor variable systems. 
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